Ben Affleck directed and starred in __, a film about a 1980 CIA mission. Tom Cruise portrayed rocker Stacee Jaxx in __ of Ages. Channing Tatum and Matthew McConaughey starred in __ Mike. Wreck-it __ wants to be a hero & ends up wreaking havoc in the arcade. Josh Brolin played a young __ Lee Jones in Men In Black 3. Life of Pi was directed by ____ who used 4 Bengal tigers during filming. __ released Monsters Inc., Finding Nemo, & Beauty & the Beast in 3D. Katniss, Peeta and Gayle finally appeared on screen in __ Games. Joseph Gordon-Levitt portrayed a young Bruce Willis in __. Liam __ was in theaters twice in Taken 2 and The Grey. Tom Hardy and Shia LaBeouf played brothers in this 1930s era movie. The __. Will Ferrell and Zach Galifianakis went up against each other in The __. Anne __ was Catwoman and Fantine in 2012. Snow White and the __ & Mirror Mirror had familiar characters. The Best Exotic __ Hotel starred Judi Dench and Bill Nighy. In Brave, Merida and her family are from __. The __ Saga ended with Breaking Dawn 2. Rise of the __ features Chris Pine’s and Alec Baldwin’s voices. In Django __ Jamie Foxx’s main character says the ‘D’ is silent. Tom Hanks and Halle Berry played many characters in __. Jonah Hill and Channing Tatum made 21 __ into a comedy. The Hobbit: An __ Journey is the first in a trilogy of movies. Frankenweenie, Hotel __, and ParaNorman were great for Halloween. Lincoln, & Abraham Lincoln: __; two different presidential movies. 
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